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Raw patterns

PD randomized
Compares the observed PD with the PD
measured on the same tree for 999 randomly
selected sets of the same number of taxa.
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Are the co-occurring taxa in a grid cell more
or less closely related to each other than
would be expected by random?

1.4 million herbarium specimen records after
cleaning – all datasets deposited online
PD

PE

Need
hypothesis
tests!

1083 terminal
clades
9 genes

We test statistical significance using spatial randomizations of the
terminal taxa on the map, subject to two constraints: richness of
each grid cell and range size of each taxon remains constant.

Significant locations
may have an ecological explanation.
Phylogenetic over-dispersion (blue)
close relatives may exclude each other.
Phylogenetic clustering (red)
clades may have evolutionarily conservative
habitat preferences and thus close relatives
co-occur.

CANAPE: Categorical Analysis of Neo- And Paleo-Endemism

Relative Phylogenetic
Diversity (RPD)

PE on the range-weighted original tree
RPE - relative phylogenetic endemism = PE on a range-weighted comparison tree with
all branch lengths equal

PD calculated on the original tree
PD calculated on a comparison tree
with all branch lengths equal

Blue = centers of paleoendemism
Red = centers of neoendemism
Purple = centers of mixed endemism

Is there an overrepresentation of long branches
or short branches in a grid cell as compared to
what would be expected if the same number of
taxa had been selected at random?

Beta-diversity:
Phyloturnover among centers of endemism.
Here colors indicate similarity among grid cells

Significant locations
more likely to relate to biogeographic and
evolutionary processes.
Concentration of long branches (blue)
a refugium, or the dispersal of a few members of
large clades that mainly occur outside of the
study region.
Concentration of short branches (red)
recent evolutionary divergence.

Three facets of
phylodiversity

Chronogram
(survival time)

Each tells you something
different, and important

Phylogram
(divergence)
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Cladogram
(net cladogenesis)

The 3 facets of the California phylogeny
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The three facets
of phylodiversity
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In each case
we are
choosing 3
terminal taxa
co-occurring
in a place
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PD can be measured
in different units!
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Phylogenetic
trees

Optimal
conservation
targets:
• Poor protection
• High intactness
• High biodiversity
value, i.e, many
resident taxa with:
• Long branches
• Small ranges
• Poor protection
across ranges
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Conservation
priorities
High PD on cladogram

Top 50
conservation
priorities for each
of the 3 facets

Protection
status
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Consensus areas of
high conservation
priority across different
biodiversity facets
Cape Mendocino / Humboldt Bay region

Ronald Horii

Northern Sierra Nevada foothills

Mt. Hamilton Range

Point Conception
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